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Mew Deal tands!id€ M . Foirtf -six States Gives The President 523 --T*
Electoral Votes To Land oil's 8; Heeori Vite Approaches §5,000,0001111
Colby Worksho p Pla yers Rev.
To Present Fine. Program
American One-Act Plays

On Thursday, Dec. 3, at 8 o clock
the Colby Workshop Players will present an All-American program of oneact plays at Alumnae Building. The
plays are : "Heaven Will Protect the
Working Girl," by Glenn Hughes;
Trifles , famous short drama by Susan
Glaspell ,. one-time winner of the Pulitzer Prize ; and The Flower of Yeddo ,
by Victor Mapes.
Glenn Hughes, well-known teacher
of drama in the University of Washington , has written a sparkling
comedy on the theme of the humble
working girl who wins the millionaire
from two sophisticated society rivals,
the "willowy blonde ," and the "fascinating brunette." Trifles is a kittle,
big play packed with tense moments
as County Attorney and Sheriff and
Neighbors (with their wives) investigate the circumstances underlying an
inexplicable murder — inexplicable
until the wives discover—but what
they discover is the story of the play.
Victor Mapes is the author of that
oldtime favorite—The Boomerang—
which scored a rare hit on Broadway,
and played up and down our whole
broad land , even in Waterville at the
Haines theater. The Flower of Yeddo
is a pleasant piece done with the
dramati c skill and pungent humor one
would expect from such a practiced
hand.
As for the productions—you may
judge what is in store by what the
Workshop has already done . The entire lighting for the program of Fowler and Tamara, dancers of the Cooperative Concert Association 's first
offering, was the work of the Workof
them —
shop
crew — eight
and of tho equipment of the
(Continued on page 6)

Carl Sandbur g In
Poetr y Lecture
Carl Sandburg, lecturer, poet , and
troubadour will speak here as our
third lecturer , next Monday night. Mr.
Sandburg, long* regarded as one, of
tlio original forces in modern American poetry, will have as his subject
"An Evening with Carl Sandburg, " a
program of songs, pooms , nnd stories,
with his famous guitar.
Mr, Sandburg is Illinois born and
bred , Ho saw active service during
tho Spanish War, and during the
World Wnr represented a newspaper
syndicate in the Scandinavian countries. Mr. Sandburg is recognized as
ono of tho loading American poets,
nnd has "a shell! of books of pooms ns
evidence of his ability. In proso ho
is host known for his long biography
on "Abrnlinn* Lincoln , Tho Prair ie
Yonrs. "
Mr, Arthur Pillsbuv y, sp eakin g on
"Miracles In N ature," is tho loctnror
tonight.

Brush And
K. G Cuthb ertsoti
Spea k To I.R. Club

A meeting of the International Relations Club which took place on Friday evening of last week in the Alumnae Building was of more than ordinary interest. The first part of the
program was devoted to an explanation of the Emergency Peace Campaign by Ken Cuthbertson the student secretary of that organization.
The campaign, he said, is based on the
reality of an actual crisis situation in
the international field. "Authorities,"
h e asse rt ed , "give us two to five years
before the world is embroiled in a
world conflict. " The purpose pf „ the
Em ardency;,.,.Peace, Campaign ;:..is.'_to.
keep the United States out of this
war , and of making efforts to maintain world peace by
1. Strengthening pacific alternates to armed conflict in settling international problems.
2. Bringing about such political
and economic changes as are essential to a just and peaceable world order.
3. Uniting in a dymanic movement all individuals and organizations
who are dedicated to the use of pacific methods in settling international
problems.
4. Acquainting the citizens of the
United States with the various peace
organizations and the work that these
organizations are trying to do.
The E. P. C. in this crisis challenges the college student to do his
part in the struggle for a peaceful
world, The college student is especially fitted for educational activities
in peace work and our program tries
to give him free scope to his abilities.
The college section is but one section of the whole campaign . The mass
meetings in the largest and important
cities of this country are another important branch . The E, P. C. speakers will include- such persons as Admiral Byrd , Kathleen Norris who has
given a year of her time to this work.
Dorothy Canfleld Fisher while unable
to lecture is dedicating her pen to the
work - Oswald Garrison Villard , past
editor of Now York Evening .Post is
another important figure in tho speakers' lineup.
Following Mr, Cuthbertson 's talk
the Reverend John Brush presented a
review of Granville Hick's biography
of John Reed the young revolutionist
and rebel , a graduate oi' Harvard and
brilliant writer who was an eye witness of tho Russian Revolution , and
whoso volume "Ton Dnys Thnt Shook
tho. World" has already attained the
proportions of a classic in modern literature. Following Mr. Brush's illuminating review thoro was nn animated period, of discussion.,
Tho, next meeting oi1' tho International Relations Club Will bo addressed by tlio Fro-rich Exchange student,
Mr , R og er Allain , wh oso sub j ect wi ll
bo "Fascism and Communism in
Franco."

Re-electeclH To Guide Nation 1Tobin

Addresses

Student Foru m Qn
Elections And Peace

PRES. FRANKLIN D.. ROOSEVELT I

V !__ *£ _ _ _ ' "^_-* *3' - „¦&' •*_ tf _ ^

pres idential election indicate , that
President Roosevelt has carried fortysix states in a sweeping popular and
electoral
electoral
victory. . The
count now stands:
Roosevelt 523;
Lart don 8. His lead in the popular
vote stands app roximately two to one.
The New Deal sweep was evident
fro m the first returns , Both city and
rura l voting gave the President a
large margin of victory. As the land slide continued this morning, it was
evident that the President' s victory
kne w no sectional limits and was per haps the greatest in our national history.
I n 'the congressional elections and in
thirty gubernatorial ' contests incomplete returns show more democr atic

VICE PRES . JOHN N. GARNER
c_ _ " di_£t_ ^ i; _haik '^

lead ing. The tota l, national vote—
the largest in history -^-is * over fifty
millions.
| Early today Governor L-ndon' wired
the Pres ident: "The nat ion has spoken. Every American will accept the
Verd ict , and work for the common
cause of the good of our country. You
ha ve my sincere congratula tions. "
Pres ident Roosevelt before r etiring
last night stated: "It looks as if we
are going to have one of the largest
sweeps in the hist ory of the United
Sta tes. "
' James A. " Farle y stated last nigh t
that the President had received "an
overwhelming vote of confidence. "
John Hamilton 's last reported words , The foreign policy question aswere : "We who are about to die &&. sumes such , importance! because the
basic issues, in the campaign deal with
lute you. "

Y's Sp onsorin g Novelty Officers
Barn Dance On Tuesday Student
Colby dance-goers will be treated
to something different on Tuesday
evening, November 10, when the Y.
M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A.' will jointly
sponsor a barn dance.
Hay and cob'webs will' grace the
Alumnae Building!!' and the rafters
will ring with the' rollicking rhythm
of .Ham's Hill Billies. Collegiate ' h arvesters and their best girls, clad in
ove ralls and ginghams will thrill to
the merriment of real old-fashioned
dunces, while Mr. Ham sings 'em out.
Cider and doughnuts will , add ¦to the
atmosphere, and it is rumored that
certain members of the. faculty are
going to provide a humorous skit for
the entertainment of the farmer's and
farmerettes. •¦¦- .
Hildreth "Wheeler , and . Gardiner
Gregory nro tho respective chairmen
in charge , wh ile . tho , decorating comm i ttee consists of J oh n P en d leton
an d Mary Utech.; tho danco committoo, Gnrdinor Gregory and Kay Watson ; the refreshment committee, Barbarn Peiser and Fletcher Eaton .. The
publicity will ,bo hand l ed b y Hildret h
Who olor and Elliot ' DriskoV
\ Professor and Mrs., Morrow, and
Pr of essor ' and . Mrs. Newman will be
t)io chaperones."

The Student Fellowship Forum was
fortunate in having- as speaker at its '
weekly meeting on Sunday evening1,
November 1, Mr. Irwin .Tobin, a widely-known lecturer on international
' .'
affairs. Mr. Tobin , an active'~worker '
for the cauye of peace , came to Colby *.
under the auspices of the Peace Ac- *
tion Committee of the Colby Christian Association and the International
Relations Club. He was introduced
iS*
^^^^
to the record Forum audience by Phi^^^j ^^^^
lips -Henderson , to speak on . his
su^^^^^^^K
'/ect^' T*^e--^ririn'g"'__l1e-crti6n~_ 'nd"Wdr
Peace," Mr. Tobin pointed out
th^^^S^S
greater emphasis is being placed
o^^^^^^^
American foreign policy as an issu^^w^^^
by both the Democratic and Republican parties in this campaign than in
any for the last sixteen years. So
important is this issue in the minds of
intelligent Americans at present that
many voters are choosing the party
which they will support at the . polls [ a aaX?^
by the stand that the party .'is' taking '"; [' . '¦ ' ': ' yy :A> 'k
on this question. He also emphasized ' ' ' ¦' ' y ^>y 0.
'[y. Aty
that there exists a greater cleavage
between the views of the two parties
-y-M^.
than has been present in a presiden\ AyAA>:
tial campaign since the World War. •.,¦'¦

Of Leadin g
Or ganizations
On Colb y Cam pus

A recent compilation of officers of
various 'student organizations thus
far elected shows that the following
students hold offices in these respective groups.
International Relations Club: ,President , Kenneth A. Johnson ; vice president, Edith Emery, secretary-treasurer, Francis Prescott ; executive committee, Berth a Zukas, Ernestine Wilson , ;Alfred Beerbaum , Phillip Henderson and Charles Russ.
j Y. W. C. A.: President, Tola Ch aso ;
vi ce president, Jean Cobb ; secretary,
Donna deRochemont; treasurer , Hazel
¦
¦¦¦ ' ' ' , :. -. '¦ - ,
, '
W epfer, •¦
j'j "Y; ' M. C A,: President, Anth on y
D'e mar i n i s; vice presid ent , E dwin
S.h nman; secretary, Frederic k Emor y ;
tr easurer/ Harry Hollis.
it Sons oi! Colby : President ,/ William
darter ; vice president, .Walter Ridooiitj seerotm-y-troasmoiy Roger Til-

loy -'

¦ ¦'
. - ,

¦ Camera Club : . ' ¦': President , ;;-.VFhylli"*
Jones; vice president , Willard Libby.
secretary, G. Ellis Mott ; treasurer ,
Machooii Stevens.
(Continued on- page 0)

?:>;f^i
AUaM
: ^ ^-vl
foreign affairs—Democratic economic
:• ¦.•;$>$
: : V-H
internationalism versus . the Republi^
can policy of isolation, Democratic '..{ ' -A,
\\§i
¦ v'
low tariffs versus Republican high : '¦'
£|$
tariffs'. Mr . Tobin commented that the ; . ;
[y %
American people are isolationists at
;
:^:
heart ,. imbued with a deadly fear of
\y,A>
foreign entanglements, clearly shown
\^'&t
by the United States ' rejection of tho .
.:¦ !; ;vi';
"' . , '¦ '. ¦ ¦
' ^f'K^ff
World Court. '
' Of the fact that it is the duty of all ' , • X ^M American .citizens , to make a choice
yf^M,
based on 'reason in this important - ¦v - , / W^y p t
election , Mr. Tobin is convinced ; and ; ' ;;^||
^
&;
he sounded a warning that if ¦we ;do ;;.;v\C :; ;; ' .;.::|
;
not choose now we ¦may ' hot'••nav e ' ;t ho^,;^; : ; ';' '' ^¦.^ :¦^S|'
opportunity to choose in the future-— M -/Ol ;^k^i
as the chief reason for the existence;; , -: ;i 3 t f e
of dictatorships is the* . disinclinatton^rv/ .'kkk^l
of citizens of a; democracy to oxerciso p ^a[XX$
¦ , , '
tho power - ol choosing.¦ ' . ¦¦ ¦¦
\ y ^Ay[y
¦ ' ' • ¦ ¦ ' ' ; •¦ ¦v:¦ k.¦
•
, . " . l C:A ^Aa A ' -; '
. : ..
^
In conclusion Kr. 'Tobin brought ' to. k :
X
'
X^M
'
lus' audience the encouraging, " - 'but [' AyX X X
fact-facing thought . .'.; exp-ressedv^y;-'^^
Charles Evans Hughes ' that tlio'' pni]*i-^\^"k;i;?|;^|
way oC poaco is the longest and most ¦fk'Bl^lilv
boset with obstacles of any trod by %-XX$;0j $\
man , and although tho goal may B b
o.
; |S|||p
|;
|'
"
di stant , wo must press on.
;yl;^;|S^f||
. A short 'period of question and';l kf|ff f|||
an swer di scussion f ol lowed , an d tho ^||;li ||Ji|^
program for next wook at which Pro- /p;|^|p |!l||
fossoi* Colgan will speak was' announ- ::!^:li ip!|lf !
cod by Dorothy Trainor. Tho discufl-/ftt^M
sion with Mr. Tobin was continued t
t |^|
||| |
p
an in formal gathering ol! students and J?|J|l|
|i
faculty at tho homo of Professor Wii-v#l§Si%M
.rcinspn. .*.'*, ¦«.{;, .tswip'ft wm

¦¦
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W.A.A. Sponsor Ricker Defeats
Fencin g Class Freshmen 13-6
^T he ^Wi'Aiv A . ;will ; furnish an opportunity'-for ' allrjuniors ' arid seniors
to participate in a fencing class beginning November 15th. The class
will he conducted ' by an excellent
coach,7 Miss Duffy. Fencing at Colby
is an experiment in a new field and
will grow according to its support.
' ; ;^Th'e;'- .- Wi - A. A. board recently received-three new members for the fall
term: They are : Hockey manager,
Donna deRochemont, and tennis managers, Elizabeth and: Eleanor Bavis.
The permanent members of the staff
are :: Barbara Hutcheon, Janet Lowell,
Ruth Hqdgdon, and Barbara Towle.
The ;board announces its field hockey
]
schedule for; 1936:
Nov. 2, Freshmen (team 1) vs.
Freshmen (team 2).
Nov. 3, Sophomores vs. Freshmen
(team 1).
. Nov. 4, Freshmen (team 2) vs.
Freshmen (team 3).
Nov. 5, Freshmen (team 2) vs.
Juniors and Seniors.
Nov. 6, Freshmen (team 3) vs.
Freshmen (team 1). .
Freshmen (team 2) vs. Sophomores.
Nov. 10, Freshmen (team 3) vs.
Juniors and Seniors.
Nov. 12, Sophomores vs. Juniors
and Seniors.
Nov. 13, Freshmen (team 1) vs.
Juniors and Seniors.
Freshmen (team 3) vs. Sophomores.

Football Forecast
By Dwight Sargent
Dartmouth vs. Colunibia. The In©fedians should go to town after their
j|j "e: play against Yale.
|
|||||§_rmy vs. Mulhenberg. The West
|||£ointers have a little'"^' resfr "before
Sheeting Notre Dame.
^^^Sforthwestern
vs. Wisconsin. The
of
Minnesota will humble
|fg|^iquerers
another western foe.
Pittsburg vs. Penn State. The
mighty Panthers will crush their intrastate rivals.
Princeton vs. Cornell. ' Fritz Crisler's squad will win this one before
encountering the Bulldog.
Yale vs. Brown. The Bruins are
being stalked by a more powerful foe
than the Jumbo, and will be brought
down by a good margin.
Harvard vs. Virginia. The Crimson took its bit in its teeth against
Princeton and should make it a win
over the Cavaliers.
Notre Dame vs. Navy. The Ramblers look too powerful for the Middies.
Holy Cross vs. Colgate. The Crusaders took this one three to nothing
last ¦season and should repeat by a
small score on Saturday.
Bowdoin vs. Maine. A coin flip will
produce as good a prediction as any
on the Bear fight, and so we give the
edge to the Brunswick squad.

The scrappy Frosh football eleven
succumbed to a clever Ricker air attack on Seaverns Field, Friday afternoon 13-6, iii the most interesting
game played by the yearlings this season. The Ricker squad helped to
make the game spectacular by using
plenty of laterals and forwards, both
scores resulting from smartly executed lateral plays.
During the first quarter the young
Mules put up a fine defensive' barrier,
but the Ricker club began to find its
way around in the second period and
played winning football during the remainder of the game.
The Frosh began to look; dangerous
right from the start and marched to
their opponent's 19 yard stripe , but
several successive drives from that
point proved futile and their first
scoring chance was lost.
Ricker then took the ball on their
own forty yard line and proceeded directly to ll touchdown. A lateral from
Downey to Dorsay and another from
Downey to Farnham netted them
twelve yards. The aerial assault continued with a forward from Downey
to Dorsay, a forward to Horace Bubar
who lateraled to his brother Harold
Bubar bringing the ball down to Colby's 26 yard stripe. On the next play
Armstrong caught a long forward for
the first touchdown.
Ricker increased their score by another touchdown in the third period
when they resorted to their powerful
running attack. Farnharn who played the fullback position "proved to be
their powerhouse in the ground, attack.
McMillan scored for tlie FrOsh in
the final frame by virtue of intercepting a Ricker pass. The Colby quarterback snatched the pigskin on his oi*n
forty and ran sixty yards behind good
interference to cross - the goal line
standing up. The conversion failed
and the score remained 13-6.
The Mules made another threat
after this tally, but the Ricker defensive tiglitened to keep them in check.
The outstanding Frosh defensive
backs were McMillan and Bob Bruce.
The new tackle Pearl played an outstanding game in the line.
The summary:
Colb y Frosh

Ricke r

re, Beach
Horace Bub ar, le
Slip, It
rt, Daily
rg, Carter
Rydei', lg
Brewster, c __ •
c, White
lg, Paul Bubar
Briggs, rg
_—It , Pearl
Harrington, rt
le, Webb
Harold Bubar, re
Downey, qb
qb, Manning
rhb, McGuire
Dorsay, lhb
Armstrong rhb
lhb, MacMillan
fb , Bruce
Farnham, fb
Score by periods :
Ricker
0 6 7 0—13
Colby
0 0 0 6—6
Touchdowns made by Armstrong,
Dorsay and MacMillan. Points by
goal after touchdown, Dorsay. Substitutions : Colby, W in d sor , Harvey,
Lipman , Johnson , Kane. Ricker, H att ,
Osgood , Hess. Referee, Bernhardt
(Colby). Umpire, Drummond (Colby). Linesman ,
Huc k e, (Colby) .
T ime , 4-1l's.
¦
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Moccasins -with Soles

$1.95

Athletic Socks
25c
Blue , All Wool Parkas
$4.95
We carr y a complete line of Zippe r *
Jackets and Mackinaws
'Where Colby Men Meet "

Win. Levine & Sons
i

. Lud y, '21
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Pacy, '27

SPLASHING

IN SPO RT

\%y RUSS BLANCHARD
Coach William "Bill" Millett's powerful yearling eleven will provide the
feature football attraction of the
week when the young Mules face a
strong Coburn team on Seaverns'
Field, Friday afternoon . Possessed of
one of the smallest yet one of the
ablest squads in many a year. Coach
Millett has this season fielded an
eleven which promises to extend
these highly regarded preparatory
school lads to the utmost. In "Bob"
Bruce, "Tip" Manning, MacMillan,
Ross Webb, Pearl, Lake, White, Bubar
and Beach the Frosh have a formidable array of men , every one of them
excellent varsity prospects. Handicapped by a lack of reserve material ,
this team, but for such a weakness
might well be undefeated today.
—C—
Unable to muster the strength to
hold a rampaging Black Bear which
resorted to its formed aerial attack in
a second half drive, Colby 's White
Mule girds its loins today in the wake
of two state series defeats. Without
a single substitution, eleven stubborn
Mule gridiron warriors held the Brice
razzle dazzle to a standstill through
thirty minutes of rugged football and
seized its opportunities to gain a
touchdown lead in the early minutes
of the game. The second half found
many of these same Mules, never outfought but faltering with fatigue, succumb to a Pale Blue horde. That the
men who faced Maine are deserving
of praise need not be told to you. Our
team looked good in defeat. Yet few
of the men who.faced Maine appeared capable of some sixty minutes of
continuous state series play—and
small wonder. The blocking and tackling of that clash was perhaps the
hardest of the season and these boys
played their hearts out in the victory
qu est. ;
Bear kin—the Polar Bear of Adam
Walsh and the deceptive and crafty
Black Bear of Freddy Brice clash on
Whittier Field on Saturday in what
should prove to be the offensive
thriller of the year. Both attacks are
built around speed and deception and
the rival Bears should show some 'of
the state's best football in their title
scramble.
To select the new gridiron champion of Maine would be extremely difcult. Bowdoin , with a superior running game and a deal of deception ,
will be pitted against the craft of old
"Foxy Freddy " and his wonder back,
Francis Smith. Can Maine 's aerial
game, best in all New England, equal
Bowdoin's balance. Time aloTie holds
the answer.
_C —
Addenda—
"Don " Gardiner, ace Frosh distance star whose presence here is doing much to make us forget the brilliant "Cliff" Veysey, greatest of all
Mule runners ever to spike the cinders . . "Hocker " Ross due to cover
a wing post for the Boston Olympics
in the very near future . . the former Mule hockey leader and Colby's
only Olympian answered the first call
for candidates some- few days ago and
there is little doubt that he will again
d i stin gu ish h ims elf as ono of our
greatest amateur pucksters, Don't
forget that Colby-Bates encounter on
Armistice Day—one week from today
—at Garcolon Field in 'L ewiston. Tho
Bob cats and Mules arc very evenly
matched and a real game should result.

W. W. Berr y & Co.

108 Main St.
Waterville
This Ad worth fifty cents (50c)
toward tho purchase of any $3.00 or
bettor FOUNTAIN PEN in our store.
Offer goo d until December 1, 1980
College Supplies

Rollins-Dunham Co.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods, Paints and Oils
29 Front Street, Waterville

Round y men Meet Bates Loss Of Maine Game
In last Series Battle 14-7 !s Blow To Colby
Cham pionshi p Ho pes
The two last place te ams of the cur-

rent State Championship footb all race
will battle hoof against claw on Garcelon Field next "Wednesday afternoon
when Colby's Mules meet the Bates
Bobcats in the annual Armistice . Day
contest. The team that loses will
finish in last place, and .neither the
Roundymen or the Moreymen are
particularly desirous that such will be
the case as far as their team is concerned.
This game should be a hot contest
all the way through, Colby students
should avail themselves of the special train opportunity to see the classic. Bates outrushed both Maine and
Bowdoin, but lost on the breaks of
the game. Colby outplayed Bowdoin
and lost to Maine through the air. It
will be a battle of the two strongest
defensive teams in the state. They
both play the same smashing type of
football.
This will be the last appearance in
this state of several Colby seniors.
Tom Yadwinski, Stan Washuk, Paul
Harold, Eddie Goodrich , Wayne Sanders, Tut Thompson, and Johnny MacDonald will be giving their all for
Colby in this finale.
Harold and Washuk will 'be doing
their best to maintain their All-Maine
rating that they have justly earned
thus far this year . It is quite probable
that Coach Eddie Roundy will make
more use of his substitutes than he
has thus far.
The Bates team has power and
weight as well as speed. In Barney
Marcus, 196 pound senior, they have
the best small college ball carrier in
the east. This is the boy Colby will
have to stop in order to take the
game. He is very fast and when he
slices off tackle, he usually keeps running through the secondary. Frost
and Cotton Hutchinson are two more
backs with plenty of talent. Jim Reed
and Brud Morin round out the backfield corps.
On the ends Bates will have Burt
Reed and Charlie Cooke, two big boys
who ai*e hard to get around. Merle
McCluskey and Tony Kishon will be
at the tackles. Freddie Martin and
Dick Perkins will play side of AllMaine Dick Preston at center. This
line packs weight and will be plenty
hard to get through .
Probable starting line-up for Colby:
L.E., Toung.
L.T., SandersL.G., Goodrich.
C, MacDonald.
R.G., Thompson or Harold.
R.T., Hersey.
R.E., Burrill.
Q.B., Rancourt.
L.H.B., Washuk.
R.H.B., Butler.
F.B., J. Walker.

Gregory Cops Fall

Golf Tournament

The Fall Golf Tournament came to
a close when Gardiner Gregory defeated Jim Bunting 5 and 3. Gregory
had a 74, and Bunting an 82. During
the first nine holes both mon played
good fjolf , Gregory holding a two up
lead by virtue of canning a 12 foot
putt on the first groen for a birdie 3,
and n 40 footer on the second green
for a par 3. From this point on Gregory proceeded to win the 10th and
11th with pars i an'd ' t'iie 12th with a
birdie 4. Bunting then reduced the
lead of four up and four to go. Gregory won the next hole whon he canned
an ei ght foo ter f or a p ar four , thus
winning the match five and three,
Bunting playod well for a boy only in
his thir d y ear of gol f , but he lack ed
the experience neeocl in competitive
'
play.
Thq purpose of this tournament
was to un cover material for tho collego golf team which lost four members through graduation . Inst year ,
Two veterans, Gregory and Thomp.
son , will be b ack again this year .
Bunti ng, Vic Malins, and Jool Allon
loom up as tho best prospects as tho
result of this tournament.

Unleashing a devastating passing
attack after a .stubborn Colby Mule
had successfully kicked it into a state
¦
of submission throughout the first
half , Maine's Black Bear bit back
with a fury great enough to carry i*t
to a 14-7 triumph and its second
state series win of the season. The
victory of the Pale Blue horde insured it of a championship meeting with
Bowdoin and definitely eliminated the
Mule from the title quest.
Its running game virtually stopped
dead by a strong, hard charging Colby line, Maine 'again resorted to the
famed Brice aerial raid , and as before , victory resulted. • Yet the Bricemen found themselves facing the best
and the smaitest Colby team of the
season , a team which was never outfought and a team which did its utmost to utilize its eveiy opportunity.
Colby rushed to the front early in
tli e game when a recovered fumble
and a sparkling 29 yard run by shifty
Stanley Washuk gave her a touchdown lead. Previously, Thompson
had recovered an Elliot f um'ble on the
Maine 29 yard marker and the Mules
lost but little time in availing themselves of the scoring chance. Washuk,
whose play made him one of the outstanding men on the field, took the
ball on the pass from center , scooted
off his own left catkle, cut back sharply and smartly, outraced a pursuing
secondary defense to the goal line.
It was a beautifully executed run and
perfect blocking aided in getting the
blonde Augusta speed merchant into
tli e clear for the score. Washuk , with
Rancourt holding the ball placed it
squarely between the uprights for the
conversion.
The half ended without furth er
scoring and the touchdown lead of
the stubborn Colby eleven loomed
large as the teams left the field for
the intermission., ,.
But the men of Brice were not to
be denied although Colby returned to
play the same smashing game which
marked her perf ormance earlier in the
fray.
Maine's, first touchdown came .midway in the third period as a result'of
a Dow to Williams pass. The Pale
Blue horde had opened the half with
a strong offense and Williams took
the ball on the Colby five yard marker and crossed the goal line standing
up to give Maine her first touchdown.
The kick was good and the team s
were tied at a touchdown and conversion each.
Elliot initiated the second Maine
touchdown drive when he took a Colby punt on his own 46 yard line and
was almost immediately thrown.
Rogers went off tackle for nearl y a
first down and on the next play, Dow
passed to Elliot for a first clown. at
the Colby twenty-nine yard line. The
receiver was in the clear on the play
but slipped and fell after receiving*
the pass and thus a score was averted. Here the Brice attack stalled and
Elliot kicked into the Colby end zone.
" Colby took the ball on her own
twenty and on the first play Washuk
ran fourteen yards for a first down.
On the next play, however , Colby
fumbled and Williams recovered for
Maine on tlie Colby 25. Hardly had
the Maine supporters ceased to cheer
this recovery when Dow , fading back
beautifully, passed clown the field to
Elliott who ' took the bull near the
sidelines and cleverly danced his way
some fifteen yards for a touchdown
and victory. Several Colby tncklers
missed tho Maine ace on this touchdown run and as a r-esult a possibl e
tie slipped into defeat.
Colby was deflorate throughout the
remainder of tho game but'the Mule
offense lacked a kick and Maino continually kept tho mon of Roundy on
the run unti l the final whistle.
Tho Summary !
First round : Gregory defeated'Joel
Al len 7 and 0. Vic Malins defeated
Frod Oleson 8 and 7. Maina Hills defeated Ernest Upton 1 up. Bunting",
Hutchinson , No i lson , and Hollis clrovv
byes.
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he has moved the stacks that were in
T^' M'S?--^^
New libra rian Is
the second floor reading- room down Thomas Directs
the main floor. In so doing he has
Makin g Man y Chan ges toenlarged
Music Pro gram In
the reading room one half ,
and by closing the stacks on the main
Woman 's Cha pel
floor
is enabled to install new stacks
N. Orwin Rush has been appointed

to succeed J. P. Danton as librarian
at Colby. Mr. Rush, a newcomer to
Maine, is a graduate of Friend's University, Wichita, Kan., and of the
Columbia University Library School.
He comes to Colby from the New York
Public Library. His assistant H. E.
Clark who replaces Donald Smith is
a Colby graduate, who has worked in
the State Library at Albany, N. Y.,
before coming here.
Mr. Rush has many intexesting
plans for making the library more
convenient and adaptable for students. In order to secure more room

that have been badly needed before,
but for lack of space have not been
added. This plan will take care of our
rapidly increasing collection for the
few years until we will be installed at
Mayflower Hill . At present the library
contains 85,000 volumes.

We learn, from another source,
that Mr. Rush has made this change
in the library during the week before
classes begin, and that at no time did
he have more than three assistants.
Among his other plans Mr. Rush
intends to push forward as rapidly as
possible the reclassification of the
books from the Dewey System to the
much improved Library of Congress
System.

"Say It With Flowers "
WHEN YOTJ THINK OF FLOWERS THINK OF

MITCHELL'S

WHEN YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF

FLOWERS
We are always at your service

Telephone 467-W

The regular Monday assembly of
the women's division was Tinder the
direction of John White Thomas, Director of Music. Mr.. Thomas began
his •' program . by calling on Pauline
Pratt, Edith Fait, and Eleanor Ross
to. assist him in conducting a laboratory by singing ' "A Star Fell Out of
Heaven." The pleasing effect of the
girls' voices served as an illustration
for Mr . Thomas' point that no extensive individual instruction in : music
is necessary before coming to Colby.
Mr. Thomas spoke of the tremendous effect on Colby alumni arid the
Bowdoin cheering section at the coming football game if the entire Colby
student body should rise at a signal
by some stude nt, and as a whole, sing
the Alma Mater. "This would not be
unnecessary dramatization, but intense loyalty," said Mr. Thomas, "and
is not a dream, but an actuality."
He praised the spontaneous singing of
"On to Victory" by a group of women
students at a recent game, and stated
that if this sort of thing were carried
further, there, would be a .certain satisfaction in accomplishment, which

B.
First Row: Miss Bunker, E^
Porter, Miss Pattee, D. J. Mead , Miss Duffy.
Back Row: H. E."-Clark, K. J. Schoeriberg, A. C. Pond , R. J. Lougee, N. O.
'
Rush/J. M. Odione.
would be felt by all the students.
Mr. Thomas compared the scanty
preicollege musical training of Colby
men to the long group-singing experience of musical clubs . in larger colleges. He said that in . the' forthcoming competition at Hartford, in which
Colby will join , our men will be on an
even basis with clubs from other .colleges, and' if they cannot do as well

'
'

/,;^
,-*" V.

as any of the others, it will be poor
advertising for Colby. "If we want .
to do a thing enough, it can be done,"
he said. "If you want a job done, do
it—or don't do anything."
To close the assembly, and as a
final illustration of the singing ability
of Colby women, the Alma Mater was
sung first by the Freshmen alone, and • .
then by the entire women's division.
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¦ ' Guard that thr oat !

Block that cough . ..that raw irritation...reach for
a light smoke...a Lucky!Whether you're shouting,
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About To Sail
1936

Member

1937

. . The docks were jammed with
peopl e dressed a la mode. Porters
were rushing here and there. Sailors
Distributors of
j
This column is r eserved for' students to ex- with tilted white pancake hats and
press their opinions about coUege matters. The
Quotable Quotes
o 6
editorial staff assumes no responsibility for the serge suits were giving everyone the
6 s
content. A pen name may be printed, but all
once over. Arid a constant buzz of
"Today's undergraduate is alert,
letters must be signed.
REPRESENTED F OR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
jabber,
which was all gibberish to me, sophisticated, in-on-the-know, intelliNational Advertising Service,Inc.
To the Editor of the Echo :
was on all sides. After mixing up gent, clever, cynical, sure. ' He is not
College Publishers Representative
42p Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y.
Last
week
there
appeared
in
this
my
ticket with somebody else 's and burdened with a sense of humor, he
Chica go
- Boston
- San- Francisco
Seattle
column an article damning the spew- after dashing up to La Maison Fran- entertains self-pity . he thinks . the
Los An geles
- "P ortland
ing of toasts on Colby Night. It was caise in Rockefeller Center to have world owes him a living, he is underPublished weekly throughout the College year except during ' vacation good and nobly executed. But the the passport visaed, I returned to the
standably apprehenisve, he is temptand final examination periods undex supervision of the students of Colby attitude in which it was conceived
, worried and scared. ed to drop his piece of meat for what
paquebot—very
'
College.
^
was not the noblest. It was the at- No signs of family or helpful friends he sees reflected
in the water. He is
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office , Waterville, Maine, titude, I believe, that ends with these around. What was more alarming : not inclined to properly , evaluate the
under the act of March 5, 1879.
_^ words: "Thank God I'm not as they !" they all talked -Trench !Such a French country in which he has played , no
And well we must, for Ave cannot as I had never heard before—very pioneering part. He does not believe
Subscription price at $2.00 a year.
Address all circulation complaints, advertising inquiries or orders to thank ourselves alone. We must re- fast and very rhythmic. I couldn 't in Santa Glaus." Fannie Hurst pans
Arnold Small, D. K. E. House, 21 College Ave., Waterville, Me.
member that whenever we believe we seem to understand it and they the undergraduate.
The Editor is responsible for the greneral policy, the editorials, and the make-up of the paper.
have
a virtue we must give thanks to couldn't understand me at all. I
The Managing Editor is responsible for the news.
"What is your time worth ? In n
someone or something else besides hunted all over the boat for my cabin, eluding the cost of your
tuiiton, loss
ourselves alone. It is when -we perk and discovered that it was very small.
Editor-in-Chief
¦
of labor , contributions through the
ROLAND IRVINE GAMMON
our noses a little higher with a sense Four people were supposed to occupy college,
and other items, your time in
Ma naging Editor
of superior virtue that we fail to un- it,—bunklike beds—two closets—one college costs
about $1.50 an hour.
M. GERALD RYAN ;
derstand not only ourselves, but wash bowl—one porthole that could
You
should
have
this fact in your
Woman 's Ed itor
others as well '
be opened only in the daytime be- minds throughout the
LUCILLE PINETTE
four years."
And this failure goes mucli further cause the water splashed in at night. Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute's
Business Manager ,
than any Colby Night. It goes out I was disconsolate ! No family, no President Hotchkiss informs the
ARNOLD SMALL
onto the street after the glories of friends, no nothing. And I was to freshmen.
Associate Editors
graduation and fails to see the pearls have the stateroom all to myself after
Robert
N.
Anthony,
'38
,
"I could stand in the middle of the
Kussell
Blanchard
'38
LJoseph Ciechon, '38
that are lost in the gutter. Pearls all Soon, however, "le garcon ," a
town
common and shout 'Roosevelt is
that were lost because some people combination chambermaid, steward,
Assistant Edi tors
a
conqueror
' or 'Landon is a fool,'
would not understand ! It rises with and cabin boy brought in my mail and
Georgre E. JMott, '39
Dwight O. Sargent, '39
and
I
would
scarcely be noticed.
the wealth of property ; it flourishes a huge box of flowers, telegrams and
WUson C. Piper , '39
Could
such
a
thing
happen anywhere
Clarence C. Pore, '39
with the pride of home ; it smiles with numerous letters.
Paul M. Kittredge. '39
in
Europe?
It
is
blasphemy
for this
its own feeling of stability—while all
Speaking of the French cuisine, I
Circulation Manager
around rise groans from the darkness think that it is all that it's cracked country to speak of its having: a dicEDVILLE G. LEMOINE , '38
of the mob. The mob that failed and up to be. Their fish with strange but tatorial government. You simply don 't
Adver tising Manager
suffers now because others at some tasty sauces is delicious. They had know what dictatorship means." Dr.
Karl Loewenstein , visiting Professor
JOHN H. McNAMARA, '38
time could not undei-stand.
some sort of baited potato, filled with
of " Comparative Government and
Assistant Business Managers
We speak of sympathy, but where fish sauce and covered with a
Willard Smyth , '39
William R. Andrews, '39
John D. Powers . '39
can there be sympathy without an un- cheese mixture. Everything is care- Jurisprudence at Amherst College,
pays tribute to American government
derstanding spirit. To judge man we fully made and delicate . There are
of today.
must judge him neither "by his weak many a la 's. The omelettes are grand
nor strong moments—we must judge when you get used to them—as also
him by his purpose. And if he has the croissant and brioches with chocono purpose? Then it is our duty by late in the morning. But the French
our God and our State to help him coffee is repulsive—awfully strong. I
see his purpose. Can we help by have to add one-half a cup of hot
There will be a special meeting of
condemning or disdaining him— '-Do water and two lumps, of. sugar to
the
Radio Club on Monday , Nov. 9,
we cure the mad dog by kicking him ? stand it. And you know how I liked
1936.
All members are urged to be
Give a man a purpose—a deep and my coffee straight. The meats, the
present.
Visitors invited.
noble purpose. Then teach him wis- bread and the pastry are grand.
Fred Ford. Pres.
dom as a helpmate to this purpose. Everyone subsists on bread in Paris
And we need worry no more about and France. It's very cheap. All of
his moral life !
France carries around loaves of
In order to prevent anyone fro m
bread.
You
should
see
me
shop
for
losing
the opportunity of the 55 cent
Signed :
Madame
(the
head
of
my
pension)
.
I
stii
dent
rate for the Bates game at
Paul E. Hannon.
carry two long thin loaves of bread Lewiston next Wednesday afternoon ,
Requiescat In Pace
Victory Is Ours
in one hand and a bottl e of red Bor- Arm istice Day, it is imperative that
deaux wine in the other—n o paper st udents secure tickets for the Bates
bags in France. If you order a sand- ga me before 6 P. M., Mo nday, Nov.
wich at a sidewalk cafe—or anywhere 9th.
"If your college is in this list, you may feel some just ifiable pride." So
for that matter,—a waiter brings a
The tickets are on sale at the Book
Writes John R. Turnis in an interesting article on college football in the
small loaf of bread (12. inches by 3 Sto re.
With
the
exception
of
the
matter
of
November number of "The American Mercury." The list referred to is a
inches) on a plate. Upon investigat"Group A" list of American colleges where football is still played by "ama- voting to see if student rates could
ing, you discover that there is a layer
teurs" instead of by professionals. Colby College is listed, along with 32 not be secured for the Bowdoin-Maine
Open to all who are interested.
of thin ham running the length of the
others, including Bowdoin , Maine , and Tufts. Sixty-seven other institu- game this Saturday, the Student
Try
outs for Colby Peace Play Thursloaf. There is another kind of bread
tions are listed as professional, or semi-professional. The entire article is Council concentrated its meeting
day,
4.00 P. M., in Chapel. Professor
known as biscottes. It looks like our
upon committees.
well worth reading.
Rollins
casting. Copies of play on
toast, but is hard and crunchy. It's
The Student Council voted to apIn the same issue of the same magazine appears a letter by Professor
library,
reserve
in
made of eggs, water and air, so the
Carl J. Weber , reviewing an article on Thomas Hardy by Ford Madox Ford. point a committee to form a new plan
maid says. Harris's window is nothMr. Ford's reply is also printed , in which he confesses "to having read for the nomination and election of
ing compared to these French Patis- in the sun—the little Norman farm
TESS carelessly," and then revenges himself by describing how "the Carl Freshman class officers. The plan is
serie Boulangei-ie affairs. They are villages passed by the boat train—the
J. Weber 's go on arranging the dry bones in museums." Mr . Ford modest- not applicable this year.
everywhere—as are also the sidewalk farmer's daughters walking in the
ly refers to his own writing on Hardy as "durable stuff."
Also, a committee was appointed cafes. They deal in pastries only—to
fields at seven-thirty P. M.—dinner no
to serve with the Faculty and Wo- sell—not to eat there. The windows
men's Student Government commit- are lined with all sorts of little tarts sooner than seven-thirty anywhere—
the Dome, internationally famous
tees to form a plan for the Colby and cakes with various fillings ,—
sidewalk cafe—the markets, open-air,
The presence of three well known peace leaders on the Colby campus Week-end.
lemon, chocolate creams, nuts, pista- every Tuesday morning—the beautithis past week-end is conclusive evidence of the activity and drive of peace
More important in the discussion chios, almonds. Each shop seems to ful wooden hamlet of Marie Antoiorganizations in the United States. Living in a world , torn by actual war- was the Thanksgiving Recess. The contain a different type. I can't seem
nette at Versailles—the splendi d view
fare and fraught with the danger of _i general holocaust, such men as Irvin Council recorded itself as being, in to find any general types. They are
of Arc de Triompho and Napleon 's
Tobin, Kenneth Cuthbertson , and Gayford Douglas are serving an indis- favor of the extension of the recess all small, queerly shaped , very delibasilica
from the garden of the Tuilpensable cause. The accumulative effect of their work is nowhere shown or the elimination of the two dollar cate. And the pastry might be layeries—Venus de Milo and tho Victory
to better advantage, than in the generally enlightened , anti-militaristic at- fine for classes unattended on Fri- ers one half inch thick—very light
of Samothrace in the Louvre. Oh
titude of American college students. The intangible effect of their ad- day.
and puffy. And are they yummy!! clear ! I am rambling terribly. . .
dresses here was undoubtedly considerable. Concrete results of that effect
On the boat th ey wore served with
will be increasingly observed and felt by Colby collegians these next few
g l aces , labeled ice cream, but decidedTAU DELTS ENTERTAIN
weeks. "Enter prises of great pith and moment" are being planned.
BARN DANCE
ly different from ours—not half so
good. Guess it must be made with
Something- new in tho way of colwater because it's not even sherbet- lose functions—a real old fashioned
Sunday evening the Tau Delts were like. Tho cheeses are intriguing.
bam dance—i s being sponsored by
hosts at dinner to Dr. and Mrs. Shoen- And thoy always have fruit or coffee
A new BANNER or PILL OW will bri ghten up
tUe Y. W. C A . and tho Y. M. C. A.
berg
and
to
Dr.
and
Mrs. at the end of a meal. After all this
on
November 10. At 8 o'clock in tlio
Wolman
of
Waterville. • After spiel—you must realize that the
your room . We have just wha t you need
Alumnae Building, collogo mon disa delightful meal, a very pleasant and French cuisino is very appetizing.
guised ns country rubes will start to
interesting evening was spent in listAnd I really haven't touched on swing-, their gingham-clad partners to
ening to first-hand accounts of Gerthe glories of the bout—th o last two tho music of Ham's Hill Billys, an
many by Mr. and Mrs. Shoonberg.
moonlight nights—tho , crow hanging authentic
contra-danco
orchestra
A now moans of fostering inter- out from the back in dangerous posi- from Fairfield. The Hill Billys, who,
sorority kinship was adopted by tho tions
singing
and
"Parloz-moi by the way, are bringing their own
pledges of the Sigma Kappa sorority D'mour "—the sight of tho Normandie barker, plan to feature square dances
Friday afternoon. An honorary tea passing at night—tho first lighthouses and tho Paul Jones but fox trots and
•>
.
\ \
was given at the Alumnao Building to on tho coast of Ireland—tho fishing waltzes will not be lacking. High
tho pledges of the other sororities b oats out Into at nig ht sottin g thoir lights in the evening will be a skit by
an d to tho five sorority presidents. traps—tho grandiose ' enterta i nment tho faculty nnd a feed of doughnuts
Waterv ille, Maine
Tol . 207
Savings Bank , Buildin g
Katharine Watson and Marion Dug- at the Ca ptain 's dinner*—-the first tho cider. Admission 35 cents-—
dale acted as hostesses. •
sight of the bluffs of Havre glistening BtRfi-—everybody come !
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Faculty Interviews
"
W EBSTER CHESTE R, AV M. Sc. D.
Professor of Biology

It doesn 't take much to delight a
bunch of idiots, but we have found
Though he professes to be quite an
out that they have to be amused each ordinary man and a poor subject for
time -of the week was the Sigma an interview such as this to start
Wednesday night, so we are comin g a series of inf ormal chats with some
back stronger than ever. The big of our faculty members, before I left
"treasure hunt"—some of the boys I found Professor Webster Chester,
found treasures untold , others came head of the 'biology department, to be
back wishing they bad searched hard- an extremely interesting and human
er—all of the littl e girls seemed person.
happy, all but one I know, and I don 't
Familiar to every Colby student
wonder for her companion was a true
who has gone into his courses is the
churl.
statement, "Now I'll assume that you
. There was more than one "Skinny" know that perfectly and we will now
skeleton in the rock-pile ". .. Angus, turn to page' 137," Loved by all he
the social lion, glowing with smiles can look back on more than a generaand Fran 'Stobie . . the usual Roger- tion of Colby students who have passson-Anna
Stobie couplet . . Bob ed through his classes since 1903.
Winslow seemed to be winning conProfessor Chester graduated from
stant favor in tlie eyes of Virginia
Colgate
where he was a member of
Negus . . •"Love Child" McNamara
Beta
Theta
Pi fraternity in 1900 -with
and his Jule . . the "little Lord
Phi
Beta
Kappa
honors. Last year
Fauntleroys" of the party were very
his
alma
mater
called
him back to reSteve
much in evidence . . Big
honorary doctor of Science.
ceive
an
didn 't seem particularly interested in.
For the next two years he went to
the big red apple—neither did cute
Colby Academy as an instructor, and
Florence Stobie—perhaps she can excame to Colby College from there in
plain the far away look in Steve's eye
1903. In 1905 he was made an aslately or perhaps he is thinking of his
sistant
professor, and became profeslong lost uncle, Sir Edward Condon,
biology
in 1910. Since L914
sor
of
of the reign of George III of England
he
has
been
Bond
Lecturer at Bangor
.: . Rum and Alice Whitehouse—latSeminary. Amei'ican AsTheological
ter also seen out with Whit Wright
sociation for Advancement of Science,
lately . . "Junior" Sheehan and Jean
American Zoological Society, AmeriBridges . . the "Weasel" looking
can
Tenetic Society, and the Ameriand acting particularly mischevious
can Eugenic Society are scientific or. . Betty Darling and Fred Cousens
ganizations of which he is a member.
. . Heinie Kammandel with Mary
For years following his coming to
Ewen . . Tlie members of this col"Buggsy," as he is familiarly
Colby,
umn will vote the straight prohibition
known,
was the faculty member in
ticket.
charge
of
all non-athletic extra curriStray Reams: Bo'b Turbyne and
cular
activities.
During those days
Willard Libby with the Gould, sisters
when
President
White
was the guidat the Maine game . . Rex Tarbell
ing hand of Colby, the chief concern
going social at Phi Gam dance—
of the faculty adviser was that the
thinks Ellie Barker is a particularly
'bills
should be' paid. How far ideas
nice dancer . . in line with the other
of
control
of these student activities
elections Bob Johnston has been
have
come
since then.
elected president of the "popular "
Professor Chester was born in the
Junior League auxiliary . . Professeacoast
fishing town of Noank,
sor Eustis asked Mort Goldfine if the
first glass of wine isn't always the
sweetest—if anyone should know it is
our "Iron Maj or" . . the Colby foot- "Semi-On" Stanley still thinks "that
ball squad has one hard charge every Ruth Moore is very nice—Paul simply
Saturday evening - . Freddie Poulin lies around at night and plans for
hunting over week-end, no deer, but Geraldine and his shower of j ewelry
two dears . . "Shanty " McGee and . . "Benedict Boh" Neumer has disEddie Boulos battling for Dot Smith's closed the fact that he is in love -with
affections—looks like a survival of a New York girl . . Bob Ganders
the fittest . . "Tink" Johnson and still claiming most of the attention of
Gappy Dyer seen together this week Phyl Chapman . . Sorry, Morphy,
Hendricks has gone K. D. R.
. . 'Moleskin Moe" says that studies but
Edson
Goodrich and Tut Thompson
are curbing: his social side, but we
seen
with
Fran Perkins and EJllen
,
suspect it is the Bates influence .
Dignam
after
the game in Orono . .
the "Rabbit" 'burrowing again . .
lovely
Helen
Buker
claiming a good
Roger Sopev showing the little high
deal
of
attention
in
the
lobby before
school girls how to lead cheers . .
the
game
.
.
Joe
Dobbins
has been
George Burt making up for lost time
things
slipping
up
of
late—perhaps
in Boston ' . . Beerbaum pinch hitting*
,
will
be
better
after
football
.
Barfor Johnny Rideout—seen carrying
bara
Mitchell
and
Jack
Morphy—perKay Laughton 's bags to the trains the
haps the above-mentioned break is the
other night.
real thing.
Hither and Thither:—Curt Layton
Sour Grapes: Mike Spina doesn t
is blooming with blushes every time
the name of petite Porto is mention- agree with us when we say that he is
ed . . Charlie Dignam couldn 't make going out with Martha Scribner . .
walking
seen
a bet the other afternoon—Th e "Hop-on " Hollis
rumor has it that "Big Lou " will have through puddles with his love more
one lady Geraldine up for the Deke than once this week . . Spina bedance—u p or away, she's , ok with lieves thnt Mary Utecht is among the
Lou . . never have seen so many best—don 't be bashful , Mike . . by
Foss Hall gigolos . . these stories way of valuable info , Mar y was o ut
about the Garcelon "Showboat" can 't with Jack Morphy last evo . . Marbo true . , the Junior League has jorie Lier, Gedcly Wells (poor Paul),
threatened to dissolve if there is any Betty Fitzgeral d and Ruth Moore
more riding; in this wicked sheet . . partiod to vicinity of Lakewood -with
Roy Young and Donna deRochemont five Maine gentry.
have been seen together more than a
New coupless Ray Stinchfield and
little during' the past week . , Jnnnie Ruth Hendricks , Betty Fitzgerald and
Hollis is still counting tho calendar Halsoy Fredericks, Jane Mulkern and
—it's still- four years away, Jannie Bi ll Butler , Ru th Gould and Jimmy
. , Roy Luther and Hillio Wheeler Glovor, Vinnio Allen amd tho "fat
nro getting to' bo rather a constant lady," Tink Johnson and Gappy Dyer ,
couple . , A few of tho nioro excelPart ing Shots: A luscious bowl of
lent onosi among *tho most pleasant grape-nuts to those cradlo robbing
girls in school is Helen Joyous—thoy senior girlfc (th e awful things ) . . a
also claim that Margery Lier is ono verbal bouquot to Connie Bigelow durof the host personalities in college,, . ing hor convalescence , . Big Jimmy
wo believe that Mary Low girls as a Mu y nos has a lon gin g in h i s he art for
group have the host dispositions and ono Betty "Mauler Mau de " McLoo d
personalities . , Gon , . Also likos Fran Stobie . . still
woll-rouriiled
Spear nnd Bonnie Maxim at the tr y in g to work u p a p oem about tlio
Maine game together. ,
Junior League , but it is fina lly goin g
In the futurei there should bo ft to be duo next week , , also the bluebig time in the DoWitt after the Bates berry serial will come to tho . fore as
games noxk Wednesday . . Alice and will the story of the throe bristling
Bi g Dick havo b o on gettin g al on g brushm on . . an revoir and wo hopo
more compatibly th an ever of lato . , that you like it, but you 'll have to

-..

Conn., a town much like . our own
Maine coastal towns which has turned
to tourists for its chief industry. H£s
chief hobby is probably his work. He
does however own a farm in Mount
Vernon where he can work out of
doors in "the summer. Probably influenced to choosing biology as hrs
field by a brother already in it, h-e
feels that he is' out of touch witii
other things because . of his work:.
Though he does not attend. the movies
or read much outside of his own field ,
he is however a keen student of students. As 'excuse officer in earlieT
years he knew well most of the stirdent body.
After his j unior year, the professon*
feels that students should be allowed
to do as they please about attendance.
Ninety per cent , he claims, will attend
regularly without any. coercion.
Students of today are much the
same as those of former years, he
stated. On this point he hesitated to
express himself since with the growtii
of the college he finds that he knows
very few individuals outside his
classes. He feels one of the more
important needs of th? college is
more opportunity for sabbatical leave
for faculty members. In the past sucii
leave was even less often given.
On the subject of fraternities Professor Chester expressed himself to
some ; length. He feels that with a
common meeting ground in a student
union and commons there would be
no need for the fraternity at Colby.
Through this politics on the campus
would be eliminated, and a union
would constitute a middle ground,
He pointed out that at present some
of the Colby chapters in national fraternity, meetings are probably treated
almost as outsiders by the rest because of comparative isolation and
their lack of the fine facilities of fraternities in general often with houses
valued around $100,000.

Cam pus Personals

Freshman Co-Eds
Who , Where ; and Why
"
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EVELYNE
SHORT . . Transfer
from Westbrook Junior College . .
possesses one of the nicest personalities here . . smile that wins . . a der
light to any choir . . Millinocket is
her
hometown . . likes
football
games and dancing . ." pleasing sense
of humor * . . charm and grace.
MARGUERITE
PILLSBTJRY . .
Peggy for short . . likes to divide her
attention evenly between the Lambda
¦
Chi's and the K. D..,R.'s . • ' . ' . graduate
of
Westbrook
Junior . . speaks
French like a native . . likes sports
. . most entertaining . . just bubbling over with fun . . all in all, a
girl you want to meet and know.
FRANCES
GRAY . . Quiet . .
has a high scholastic rating . . a Fosterite from Seal Harbor . . plans to
major in a language . . hockey enthusiast ... interesting and very sociable . . thinks; Geology is fun . . .
witty and friendly . . easy to get
along with.
ELEANOR
and
ELIZABETH
BAVIS . . Two distinct personalities,
but similar interests rate them a
double . write-up . . future
social
workers . . and won't the "other
half" be lucky . . froshed in Georgia,
and helped the tornado sufferers . .
Worcester influence . proved stronger
than the southern accent . . we'd like
to have seen them as bridesmaids at
older sister's wedding recently . . duplicity is the despair of their professors, the delight of. the rest of the
college . . don 't ask them which is
which , though . . they think they're
distinctly different.
PRISCILLA MAILEY . . daughter and . sister of Colby . . now that
Ruth is gone, we have Priscilla to
carry on the family name . . two of
the best . . she's the originator of
all the Foster House fads and nutty
ideas, barefoot dancing on the lawn
being one of the latest . . clever witticisms in that amusingly deep voice
. . and behind those brown eyes, a
brain busy thinking up goofiness.
MARGERY LIER . . a n o t h e r
Worcester lass . . grand guard in
on
basketball . . . concentrating
French while at the Mule College . .
proving her outstandingness already
. . Freshmen handed her their gavel
. . the male element has shown interest . .' especially the one with whom
she got left in Orono after the game
. . they say it was a wild ride back
to Bangor . . but Margie would have
fun in any situation , . she's that
kind.

In the past ^ two/
football gam e's there'
were
manv
evidences' of a certain mellowness 3vhich '
has grown up in State Series competition, among which might be noted
rising at the strains of the other college songs. Surely we have little tolose or to fear losing by such an acknowledgement of friendship underneath our rivalries—rather it is a '
tribute and a sign of gentlemanly
friendship, of meeting on an equal
footing with the other colleges^ All
this notwithstanding, the powers-thatbe at Colby have so deliberately underemphasized football and other sports
that the time is not far distant when
the Mules as Series Competitors will '
be a laughing stock. On two successive weeks we have lost tough games,
games which were as well played as
victories could have been, games in
which our men were as well coached
as . larger clubs with far better paid
coaches. It must be noted that we
cannot field winning teams until
squads and replacements are larger.
These in turn can never be larger
until it is recognized that excellence
in athletics deserves reward in the
same way as excellence in scholastics. Men who give of their time and
physical efforts are as surely aiding
the college as those who read books.
They work under the handicaps of
fatigue and injury, both of which are
ever present, they practice at times
when others are able to study, and
they undertake to keep strict training.
The time has come to adopt a sane
outlook toward this situation. In helping athletes you are really-removing
some of the obvious disabilities under
which they are obliged to work in the
football campaign, and placing them
on the same footing as those students
who have their full time to put into
their studies. Efforts must be made
not only to attract topnotchers but to
keep them in active competition 0,-ffi jgg
they are here. The Major does 'ffl||
advocate passing .athletes as a mafi
of course, or of subsidizing t
h
j |
Rather we must make up to thenr |||
loss of time which they suffer in^asr*
ual practice, and not make it impossible for them to get scholarships.
For several years now the air has
been Ml of talk about the New Colby
and what we will do once we reach
those sacred confines. It must be remembered that we are here at the moment at Old Colby. Here is something concrete which can be done for
Mayflower Hill. Help put out winning, clubs while we are down near
the railroad tracks and perhaps we
will see a new spirit engendered -which
will be worthy to take to the Hill.
The obvious prestige and wide-spread
recognition need not wait for future
generations in the new college—-this
much toward bulding the new college
can be done right here and now.
The B_H Pen . . , the Major is
heartily glad that the smoke of combat has finally cleared away and that
he can go back to enjoying his -radio
without the incessant blurbs for this
or that candidate . , no matter hoyparlous the times the American public enjoys abandoning itself to the
inanities of a Political campaign v .
it enjoys being fooled by the same
promises, the same political - -white¦
washings and mud-slinging '.' ¦ being
spread in speeches on the radio or in
print , . it dances before tho traditional fetish much as aborigines
dance before their witch-doctors, who
mouth the same nmnbo-jumbo incantations as do tho various candidates
. . Thank Hoavon thejj *. can send all
this nonsense back to hibernation for
another four years . . R. I, P.
The Major.

Several Colby girls were guests at
the Women's Literary Club which met
at Mrs. Cyril Joly 's residence on Main
street, October twenty-seventh. Mrs,
Gilbert Loebs was the chairman of the
musical program with which Eleanor*.'
Ross, Edith Fait , Pauline Pratt ,
Elizabeth Solie , and Eleanor and
HOPE de GUZMAN . . of South
Elizabeth Bavis assisted. Miss NiOrange, New Jersey . . from the
netta Runnals poured.
campus outskirts of Duttbn House . .
Hope Harlow attended the dance made her first visit to the Pine Tree
at the Phi Mu Delta house at Maine State this summer toviewhernewalma
Saturday evening. Rowena Moshe*_ mater . . Linguist at heart . . Latin
was her guest at Oldtown for the major , and could converse at length
week-end,
with any "gay caballero " in his native
Edythe Silverman , '36, and Cath- tongue . . olive skin, dark hair, and
arine Laughton, '36, were in town a most captivating pair of eyes to
Sunday. The former is teaching match . . of course she's an active
French and English at Columbia Falls, participant at all tea dances and gym
acquaintance
and the latter is the French and dances . . Speaking
Latin instructor at Brownville Junc- with the neighbors . . especially with
tion.
the blonde wearer of the freshman
A Chi Omega tea at Colvin Hall cap across the street from Button
and a Tri Delt tea at Ballentine wore House.
hold after the game at Maine, SaturMr. John Thomas entertained the
day.
'
following
guests at dinner Friday
Alice Whitehouse and Marth a Bosevening;
Eleanor Ross, Elizabeth
som were supper guests at the S. A.
Ruth
Yenton, Paul in o Pratt ,
Solio,
E, house at Maine , Saturday evening-.
Alfred Wheeler, N athani el Gu p t ill ,
A treasure hunt was given by the Margaret Higgins, William Carter ,
Sigma Kappa sorority in honpr of Bernard Burbank and Anthony Do,
their pledges Thursday evening, a* Marinis. After dinner thoy attended
th e farm of Dr. Berry in Vassalboro , tho concert given by the Russian
Arline Bamber spent tho week-ond choir ; at Bowdoin.
nt her home in Norwood Mass.
The Lambda Chi Alpha and tho
Virginia Negus, Eleanor Bni'kor , Tau Delta Phi fraternities held vie
Julio Haskell , Gladys Rodriguez , Bar- dances Friday evening.
bara Fi-azee, ' an d Alice and Ellon
Friday evening the Tau Delts held
Dignam, '35, wore guests at the Phd a Ha ll owe'en dance at their Ch apter PRE SC RIPTI O N S OUR BU SINESS
¦Gamm a Delta dance at Maine, Satur- house, which was well attended. ProTelephone 58
day night,
fessor and Mrs. Thory acted as chap,
¦
;
;
'
¦:. .' , . : -\
Tho Chi Omega sorority , held a oronos.
118 Main Street
Waterville, Mo.
breakfast at thoir sorority rooms for
tho ir ple d ge s tho m ornin g of October
Wc Specialize in All Beauty Lines >
twenty-fifth.

Allen's Dru g Store

give us nioro material . . next wools
wo nro going to unearth a few secret
passions.

1

PARKS ' DINER

GIGUERE'S
Barb er Shop 8C Beauty Parlor
Tel. 680
146 Moin Street
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Co-Ed Hockey Teams
Begin Fall Practice
: Field Hockey, the major fall sport
in the women's division, is once more
getting under way. Team practice
for j uniors and seniors"is held every
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon ' at
four o'clock, while regular practice
for the freshmen is held the other afternoons. As soon as teams can be
chosen, a tournament will be opened
with each class meeting the other
three classes sometime before the
play-off. Donna deRochemont , '39,
was chosen hockey manager by the
"W. A. A. Board.
Barbara Towle was elected freshman representative to the "Women 's
Athletic Board.
The Y. M. C. A. cabinet and their
feminine guests were entertained royally last Friday at the camp of Professor and Mrs. Newman on Salmon
Lake. The gracious, hosts supplied all
that could be desired for the enjoyment of their guests, including a delicious supper, a fine camp with a
copious fireplace, a gorgeous sunset,
and a full moon. Everyone who attended had a fine time, and the cabinet greatly appreciates the hospitality
of Mr. and Mrs/ Newman in -making
this enjoyable outing possible.

CAMPUS OFFICERS

Chase, Wayne Ross ; refreshment
pommittee, Elizabeth Oliver*, Florence
Hapworth.

Ed Barron , '29
. > ;
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We all agree oti this . . . cigarette
paper is important. For Chesterfield
we use the best paper that we can
buy. It is called Champagne Cigarette Paper. It is made from the soft ,
silky fibre of the flax p lant. It is
washed over and over in clear, sparkling water.
A lot of the pleasure you get in
smoking Chesterfields is due to our
using the right kind of cigarette paper. Chesterfield paper is pure, and
it burns without taste or odor.

MACKINAWS , SHIRTS , PAJAMAS,
TIES , MUFFLERS , LEATHER COATS ,
UNDERWEAR , And All Accessories

i

.

MEN'S SHOP

E m e ry -B r o w n Co.
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Wm. F. Shaw, Manager

28 Silver Street
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OVERCOATS , HATS , SWEATERS ,

"There 'll Be Barrels of Fun "

*

,¦ " . ' '

.
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You will find here j ust the type of Men's Wear to appeal
to college men.
Good Style, Good Quali ty and Rightly Priced.

SKINLESS HOT DOGS
Just off Main Street on Temple Street
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We invite you to visit our new

FRANK BERKLEY, Prop.
Where College People Meet
Large German Frankf orts—Vienna Rolls
Tasty Sandwiches of all Kinds
The only Brick Oven Grill in town
Look for the Blue Ribbon Sign

JL "JllConfSctioneers

-

Leo Barron , '35

MEET ME AT

SILVER TAVERN,

wTaddo
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(Continued from , page 1)
;
' Student Council : President, Gordon Young ; secretary, John MacDon- |
COMING ONE-ACT PLAYS
ald; treasurer , Arthur Hannigan.
(Continued from page 1)
I Stude nt Forum :¦President, Roland
Workshop: stage. Four* spotlights, two
Gammon; vice 'president, Polly Pratt ;
floodlights, and a wealth of colorsecretary, Donna deRochemont;.treas- frames and gelatines • make possible
urer, Fletcher Eaton.
almost any refinement and variation
desired.
Some of this equipment was
Student/
League
:.
President
, Mar|
i|ised
also
for the skit performed at
jorie Gould ; vice , president, Helen
"the men's celebration of Colby Night.'
Wade ; recording secretary, Barbara
i
j The cast for the plays are as folPeiser ;
corresponding
secretary, lows :
Helen Foster; treasurer, Cornelia ; "Heaven Will Protect the Working
Bigelow.
Girl," Caroline, Edith Fait; Jean,
Pan Hellenic . Council : President, Kathryn Cobb; Working Girl, Hazel
Amelia Johnson; secretary-treasurer, Wepfer; Mrs. Johnson, Elizabeth Wilkinson.
Alice Mulligan.
*
"Trifles ," Sheriff, Hayden Wright ;
Men's Glee Club : Leader , Alfred County Attorney, Lawrence Dwyer ;
Wheeler ; business manager, Charles Mr. Hale, Luke Pelletier ; Mrs. Peters,
Jennie Tarbell ; Mrs. Hale, Hildreth
Russ.
Wheeler.
Le Cerele Francais : President,
"The Flower of Yeddo," Kami, Joel
Ethel Bradstreet; vice president, Iola
Allen
;Musme, Beatrice Parker; TaiChase; secretary-treasurer, Martha
phoon,
. Ethel Bradstreet; Sainara,
Bessom ; program committee, -Iola
Helen Jevons.
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